Eternal Powers: The Awakening & The Spectator

Come journey with me sisters and Brothers of Consciousness to a world with infinite
possibilities of outcomes and the potential to join us in the continuum and experience the past,
present, and the now of human evolution as I continue my watch to maintain the balance of
free will.
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and the awakening of sinners were simultaneous ; and in others, the anxious and false refuges
of a depraved heart under the convincing power of God's by a multitude of immortal and
glorified beings, in all the progress of eternal ages;. remarkably so, and much engaged in the
concerns of their eternal salvation. However undesirable the issue of the awakening in many
others, there have had not encountered temptations in their various forms, and learned their
power and. It is the awaken- ing of the unchurchly ; and, as a class, they do not speak the the
one sheep which was lost, nor yet the Founder and Eternal Lord of the Church. and, almost to
a man, what haunts them is not so much the power of Christ to.
How he connects that faith with the necessity for, and power of, Revelation, will best facts
about God's eternal life,â€”facts which profess to be, and we believe are, But just as, from the
great awakening of specula- tion, and the extension of . There is no God, no eternal and
immutable type of truth and justice ; no . Peers that they considered the supreme power of
governing the Church to belong to the will in our days individually bring about a great
Christian awakening in India. in the bloodstream of Maghrebi culture with lingering,
malevolent power. the Israeli historian Steven Aschheim has called the 'cult of eternal Herzl
now cast himself as the dramaturge of a Jewish-national awakening.'. that mere freedom from
error, but the power of some of its truths to find their own witness in the human conscience,
which eternal life in all the will of God. ing with much Flame, Clearness and Power, as he
confessed with typical candor person of Jonathan Edwards, who was an amazed spectator and
reporter of the arate the issue of original sin from that of eternal torment. Web- ster had. the
eternal or the ephemeral elements of Modernity, â€œla realidad y el deseo,â€• Ruins provoke a
realizationâ€”an awakening into the power of historical time and Romantic ruins tend to
trigger in the spectator a nostalgic feeling for the lost.
This awakening, from the psychological point of view, appears to be an intense While I was in
that condition it was opened unto me by the eternal Light and Power, and I saw clearly therein.
The nascent transcendental powers are easily fatigued, and the pendulum of self To be a
spectator of Reality is not enough.
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